
Igor Korenev
Ministry of State Security
12.12.1948
Travel directive # 6112/2/2362
Lt.Col. BOROVKOV Aleksej Fedorovich is being sent to the disposal of the State Security office of Lithuanian Soviet Socialist Republic.
Destination: town Vilnius travel via town Sevastopol
Expected arrival date 21.12.1949



Igor Korenev
Peoples Commissariat of the Navy
Counter intelligence directorate SMERSH
15.10.1943
CERTIFICATE
Issued to certify, that  Lt.Col. BOROVKOV Aleksej Fedorovich is indeed the head of the counter intelligence department of the Azov sea flotilla.
Valid until 31.12.1943.

Signed by the head of the counter intelligence of the Peoples Commissariat of the Navy SMERSH
Major of the coastal service GLADKOV



Igor Korenev
Vladimir district executive committee 
11.09.1929
CERTIFICATE
Comrade BOROVKOV A.F. is being sent by the Vladimir district executive committee to the Nesterovo county for the mission of exposing and identifying the kulaks and other rich peasants and for enforcing personal tax on them. Also to identify the poor and moderately wealthy peasants with the purpose of lifting their personal taxes. All the land administrative officials, the local peasant council heads, the party activists, and other organisation members are to provide support to comrade BOROVKOV.

Signed by the head of the Vladimir district executive committee  KALYAEVA




Igor Korenev
Vladimir district executive committee 
11.09.1929
CERTIFICATE
Comrade BOROVKOV A.F. is being sent by the Vladimir district executive committee to the Nesterovo county for the mission of exposing and identifying the kulaks and other rich peasants and for enforcing personal tax on them. Also to identify the poor and moderately wealthy peasants with the purpose of lifting their personal taxes. All the land administrative officials, the local peasant council heads, the party activists, and other organisation members are to provide support to comrade BOROVKOV.

Signed by the head of the Vladimir district executive committee  KALYAEVA




Igor Korenev
Mandate #8
Issued to BOROVKOV Aleksej Fedorovich to certify, that he is indeed a delegate of the 1st regional conference of the association “Down with illiteracy!” with the right of decisive vote. 

Town Ivanovo-Voznesensk
16.11.1929



Igor Korenev
Vladimir district executive committee 
??.??.19??
CERTIFICATE
Comrade BOROVKOV A.F. has indeed been commandeered by the District Executive Committee as a plenipotentiary to execute the actions aimed at removal of kulaks and confiscation of their possessions. 
Comrade BOROVKOV is invested with the power of using the horse transport and mobilisation of required number of personnel in connection to his mission.
All the organisations and offices are obliged to provide him assistance in his mission. The local kolkhoz members, poor peasants, and activists are to be formed into the commissions, which will exercise the expropriation of the property, as well as cataloging, description, and valuation of the property. The confiscated property is to be documented and handed out to the village councils or kolkhoz offices. The copy of the documentation is to be sent to the district administration office. 
All the above is being certified here with the seal and the signatures.



Igor Korenev
Vladimir district executive committee 
30.09.1929
CERTIFICATE
Comrade BOROVKOV A.F. is being commandeered to the Bogolyubovsky and Dobrynsky districts
with the mission of the “bread collection”. 



Igor Korenev
Joint State Political Directorate (OGPU)
28.10.1931
CERTIFICATE
Issued to an operative of the town Kovrov district department of the OGPU comrade BOROVKOV Aleksej Fedorovich. This is to certify, that he is indeed is sent to his regular holidays including special medical care in the “Stalin” sanatorium on the Southern coast in Sevastopol for the period of 30 days (29.10 - 27.11.1931).
Not later than 28.11.1931, comrade BOROVKOV is to return to his OGPU service office in Kovrov.

Igor Korenev
Joint State Political Directorate (OGPU)
04.12.1930
CERTIFICATE
Issued to an OGPU operative  comrade BOROVKOV Aleksej Fedorovich to certify, that he is indeed being commandeered to town Kovrov.
Comrade BOROVKOV has the right of free travel on the rail and the water ways with the relevant OGPU documentation according tothe OGPU decree #158 on 09.08.1928.



Igor Korenev
Peoples Commissariat of the Navy
Counter intelligence directorate SMERSH of the Black sea fleet
14.05.1944
TRANSFER ORDER
Issued to  Lt.Col. BOROVKOV Aleksej Fedorovich is to depart on 14.05.1944 to the disposal of the head of the counter intelligence department SMERSH of the Moscow city.
Expected arrival: 19.05.1944
Ground: Decree #3536 on 04.05.1944 of the head of the counter intelligence department SMERSH of the Navy. 



Igor Korenev
Ministry of the Internal Affairs of USSR
SERTIFICATE
Comrade BOROVKOV ALEKSEJ FEDOROVICH
was bestowed with the badge “Honorary VChK-OGPU” №2531
by the decree №438 on 15.10.1937

08.06.1946

Igor Korenev
Mandate #12
Issued to BOROVKOV Aleksej Fedorovich to certify, that he is indeed a delegate of the 2nd Communist party conference of the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MVD). 
The conference will take place on 18.09.1953 at 16:00 in the club building of the MVD USSR (Sadovaya str. 60).



